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Configuring “Container Quantity” 

 

Context 

Container Quantities can be modified in each product file in JMS if need be. This option will 

allow users to change sales format or purchase format per supplier. You must configure this 

accordingly so pricing adjusts correctly while invoicing or ordering. 

 

Steps 

1. Access menu : Inventory  Products; 

 
 

2. Search for the product you want to configure; 

3. Click on  to verify supplier pricing information; 

• Unit Price: If the product is purchased and sold per unit, both fields “Cont. Qty” 

and “$List Quantity” in the product file must show qty 1 (in positive). 

• Container Price: If Product purchased in Box or any other Multiple Unit of 

Measure and sold per Unit, both fields “Cont. Qty” and “$List Quantity” in the 

product file should show respective quantity (ex. -10 if box of 10) in negative in 

the next step. 
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4. Click on Close to exit “$List Information”; 

5. Select the “Inventory” tab; 

6. Click on general tab   icon in the respective Product File tab to activate Edit mode; 

 
 

7. Changing Unit of Purchase “UP”  

• Example: to change “UP” to Box 

 

 

8. Enter Container quantity in the respective field “Cont. Qty” 

9. Click on the check mark  to confirm the information.  

• If several items need to be modified within the same Line Code then use the 

 icon to fast forward onto next. 
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10. Select the “Price” tab; 

11. Click on  icon to modify the information. 

12. Enter quantity (negative or positive) in the “$list Quantity” field. 

 

 

13. Do “F4” to adjust prices based on price list information vs container quantity information; 

 

Warning:  It is mandatory to click on “F4” in the Price Tab after applying changes, to 

adjust prices accordingly. 

 

14. Click on  icon after to safe changes applied; 

15. Select the “General” tab; 

16. Validate information entered in the “Supplier’s” section and “Unit of sales”; 

17.  Verify pricing by making order tests to confirm “container quantities” are accurate. 

• If the message below displays while invoicing or ordering, it means that there is a 

“container” configuration present, 

. 

 

18. Quit. 

 

Example 

A box of bolts sold by the unit in your JMS. You purchase it at Uni-select by BOX of 25 items 

with a minimum purchase quantity of 100. 

• Line Code: 087 

• Product: 073-681 

 

1. Go to Product’s “General” tab 
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2. Click  to modify products; 

3. Select “Box” as “Sales Unit”  

4. Save with the check mark ; 

5. Go to “Inventory” tab to edit; 

6. Choose “Box” in the unit of purchase “UP” for each supplier; 

7. Add Container Quantity of -25 for each supplier; 

8. Save the modifications with  icon; 

9. Go to the “Price” tab to edit; 

10. Enter -100  in “$List Quantity” field and hit “F4” to adjust pricing; 

11. Save. 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Contact us for any question! 

(450) 449-8720 / (800) 561-2190 

sac@sac.ca – www.carrus.ca 
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